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Preface

The Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Operation and Provisioning Guide provides
procedures for deploying components and comparing hosts, host sets, and
components.

Who Should Use This Book
This book is for users of the N1 Service Provisioning System software who are
responsible for running plans and ensuring that systems in their environment have the
correct resources installed.

How This Book Is Organized
Chapter 1 describes the different mechanisms available to deploy resources to hosts
and host sets.

Chapter 2 describes how to create and run the three different types of comparisons.
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Related Books
The following books belong to the Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1
documentation collection. All books listed below are available on docs.sun.com
(http://docs.sun.com).

TABLE P–1 Sun N1 Service Provisioning System5.1 Documentation

Application Title

Software Installation Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Installation Guide

System Administration Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 System Administration
Guide

Plan and component creation Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plan and Component
Developer’s Guide

Command reference Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual

XML Schema Reference Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 XML Schema Reference
Guide

Release Notes Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Release Notes

Plug-in Development Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plug-in Development Guide

Documentation, Support, and Training

Sun Function URL Description

Documentation http://www.sun.com/documentation/ Download PDF and HTML
documents, and order
printed documents

Support and
Training

http://www.sun.com/supportraining/ Obtain technical support,
download patches, and
learn about Sun courses
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Typographic Conventions
The following table describes the typographic changes that are used in this book.

TABLE P–2 Typographic Conventions

Typeface or Symbol Meaning Example

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files, and
directories, and onscreen computer
output

Edit your .login file.

Use ls -a to list all files.

machine_name% you have
mail.

AaBbCc123 What you type, contrasted with onscreen
computer output

machine_name% su

Password:

aabbcc123 Placeholder: replace with a real name or
value

The command to remove a file
is rm filename.

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new terms, and terms to be
emphasized

Read Chapter 6 in the User’s
Guide.

Perform a patch analysis.

Do not save the file.

[Note that some emphasized
items appear bold online.]

Shell Prompts in Command Examples
The following table shows the default system prompt and superuser prompt for the
C shell, Bourne shell, and Korn shell.

TABLE P–3 Shell Prompts

Shell Prompt

C shell prompt machine_name%

C shell superuser prompt machine_name#

Bourne shell and Korn shell prompt $
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TABLE P–3 Shell Prompts (Continued)
Shell Prompt

Bourne shell and Korn shell superuser prompt #
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CHAPTER 1

Deploying Components

This chapter provides a brief description of what plans are and how to deploy
components.

About Component Deployment
You can deploy components using any of three methods.

� Component procedures. For simple, single operations involving one component
and one host or host set.

� Plans

� Generated plans. For multiple operations involving one component and one
host or host set.

� Custom plans. For complex operations involving multiple components and
multiple hosts.

The provisioning system can deploy any number of components to a valid host. The
number of components that can be deployed is only limited by the file system on the
host. Each file system limits the number of files that can be deployed, and by
deploying too many components to a single directory, you can exceed the file systems
limitations. The relationship between components and files is not necessarily an equal
ratio. For example, one component might exceed file system limitations if it has
100,000 files, and 100,000 components might fall within the file system limitations if
none of the components contain files.

Exceeding file system limits might not result in a direct failure when the components
are deployed. However, problems might arise in the form of increasingly severe
performance degradation or unpredictable failures at other times.
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Limits to the number of files that a directory can support vary by file system and can
be influenced by how the operating system is configured. You can avoid overloading a
directory by understanding your file system’s limitations and deploying components
into smaller subdirectories, rather than into a single, large directory. A conservative
practice to use when deploying components is to place no more than 30,000 files in a
single directory.

Using Direct-Run Component Procedures
For straightforward deployments that don’t involve multiple components or
synchronization among hosts, you might not need a plan to deploy. Instead, you
might be able to use one of the direct-run component procedures that the provisioning
software automatically generates when you check in a component that you want to
deploy.

� How to Use Direct-Run Component Procedures
Most components include install, uninstall and snapshot procedures. A component
might also include control procedures, which manage the installed component. For
example, a control procedure might to start or stop the application.

This procedure describes how to deploy a component directly by using the browser
interface. Use the following commands to perform the equivalent functionality.

� pdp.p.genplan – Generates a plan.
� pe.p.run – Runs a plan.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 9, “pdb: CLI Commands for
Managing Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual and Chapter 10, “pe: CLI Commands for Running Plans,” in Sun N1
Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface Reference Manual.

For more information on component development, see Sun N1 Service Provisioning
System 5.1 Plan and Component Developer’s Guide.

Note – There is no need to delete the plans generated from direct-run component
procedures. These plans are automatically removed from the system when the
component from which they were generated is deleted. For more information, see
“How to Delete a Component” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plan and
Component Developer’s Guide.

To use direct-run component procedures, you must belong to a user group that has
Run Component Procedures permission on the folder that contains the component.
You must also have Allow on Host Set permission for the host set on which you plan
to deploy the component.

Before You
Begin
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1. From the navigation menu, choose Components.

The Components page is displayed.

2. In the table listing components, find the row describing the component you
would like to deploy and click Details.

The component’s Details page is displayed.

3. If necessary, change folders so that you can view the component that you plan to
deploy.

a. Click Change Folder.

b. Specify the name of the folder that contains the component, and click Change
to Selected Folder.

The Components page now lists the components in the specified folder.

4. In the Component Procedures table, determine the procedure that you want to
run and click Run.

The provisioning system generates a plan, which is filed in the /system/autogen
folder.
The Run page for the generated plan displays.

5. In the Plan Parameters area, select the variable settings for the component you
plan to deploy.

� If the variable settings have been established for this component, select the
appropriate settings from the menu.

� If the settings are not available from the menu, click Select From List.

The Select Variable Settings From List window displays.

� If you want to use another component’s variable settings, click Import Set.

The Import Variable Settings window displays.

a. If necessary, navigate to the Folder that contains the component with
the variable settings you want to import.

b. Select the component version.

Note – Variable settings can vary between component versions.

c. Click Import Variable Settings.

The imported variable settings display in the table.

d. Click Select.

� If you want to create new variable settings, select Create Set.

Steps
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The Select Variable Settings From List window displays.

a. In the text field at the top of the table, enter the name of the new
variable settings set.

b. Select the component variable you want to change.

The table cell is highlighted and a text field appears.

c. Type the new value of the component variable.

d. After updating the variable settings values, click Save.

The new variable settings display in the table.

e. Click Select.

6. Select where you plan to deploy the component.

� To select a host, use the Target Host text field to type a host’s name or click
Select From List.

� To select a target host set, use the Target Host Set menu.

7. In the Plan Variables area, configure the variables you want to set.

Whether there are variables to configure depends on the contents of the component
procedure you select.

8. In the Options area, select whether you want to perform a detailed preflight.

The detailed preflight attempts to simulate every step of the plan that will run on
the remote agent. The detailed preflight tests the following functions.

� Resource installation
� execNative calls
� File transformations
� File deletion, when uninstalling resources

Running a detailed preflight increases the amount of time preflight takes.

9. (Optional) To limit the number of hosts running at the same time, type the
number of hosts in the field provided.

When a plan is run against several hosts simultaneously, all hosts must complete a
step before any host can progress to the next step. If the number of hosts is too
high, the network connection can time out between steps. For example, the time
between Host A finishing step 1 and being pinged for step 2 might be too long and
cause the network connection to time out.

10. (Optional) To limit overall running time of a plan or to limit the running time of
native calls, type a number in the fields provided. Then select the time unit from
the menu.

By limiting the run time of a plan or native call, you prevent a nonresponsive host
from tying up the progress of a plan run.
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If you set up a notification rule to alert you to plan failures, when the plan times
out you will be notified that the plan was unsuccessful.
For information on setting up notification rules, see “Configuring Email
Notification” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 System Administration Guide.

11. Select whether you want to deploy the component.

� To run just the preflight test of the procedure, click Run Preflight Only.

� To run the preflight test and then (assuming the preflight test finds no errors)
to run the procedure itself, click Run Plan (Includes Preflight).

Using Plans
You can run two types of plans in the provisioning system.

� Generated plans
� Custom plans

Generated Plans
The provisioning system can automatically generate a plan consisting of multiple
component procedures. You can run this plan directly or save it for use as a template
for more sophisticated plans that you author in XML.

Custom Plans
You can author custom plans in XML. For information about writing custom plans, see
“Creating Plans” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plan and Component
Developer’s Guide and the Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 XML Schema Reference
Guide.

� How to Create Generated Plans
This procedure describes how to generate a plan by using the browser interface. You
can also generate plans by using the following commands.

� pdp.p.genplan – Generates a plan.
� pe.p.run – Runs a plan.

For a detailed description of these commands, see Chapter 9, “pdb: CLI Commands
for Managing Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual.
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To create a generated plan, you must belong to a user group that has Create, Edit,
Delete permission on the folder that contains the component for which you want to
generate a plan.

1. From the navigation menu, choose Components.

The Components page displays.

2. If necessary, change folders so that you can view the component that you plan to
deploy.

a. Click Change Folder.

b. Specify the name of the folder that contains the component, and click Change
to Selected Folder.

The Components page now lists the components in the specified folder.

3. In the table listing components, find the row describing the component you
would like to deploy, and click Details.

The component’s Details page displays.

4. In the Component Procedures table, select each procedure that you want to
include in the plan.

5. In the bottom row of the Component Procedures table, click Generate Plan With
Checked Procedures.

The generated plan’s Advanced Edit displays.

6. In the Plan text field, type the new plan’s name.

7. Click Check In.

Note – You might see this message: Warning - plan names and/or paths differ. This
message indicates that you specified a plan name different from the plan name
specified in the XML model. The XML model is updated according to what you
type into the plan name text field.

8. Confirm the component check in.

a. Verify that you have specified the correct plan name.

b. If necessary, select the component’s new version number.

c. Click Continue to Check In.

The new plan’s Detail’s page is displayed.

Before You
Begin

Steps
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Managing Component Deployment
Deploying components with the help of plans can often take a significant amount of
time. To provide visibility into the process of deploying components, you can monitor
plans and view information about running or completed plans. You can also stop a
plan in the middle of a deployment.

� “How to Run a Plan” on page 17
� “How to View the Progress of a Plan” on page 19
� “How to Stop a Running Plan” on page 20

� How to Run a Plan
This procedure describes how to run a plan by using the browser interface. You can
also run plans by using the following command.

pe.p.run – Runs a plan.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 10, “pe: CLI Commands for
Running Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual.

Ensure that you have the installation information that will allow you to set the plan’s
variable settings.

To run a plan, you must belong to a user group that has Allow on Host Set
permissions in the folder that contains the plan you need to run.

1. Go to the plan’s Details page.

2. Click Run.

The plan’s Run page displays.

3. In the Plan Parameters area, select the variable settings for the component you
plan to deploy.

� If the variable settings have been established for this component, select the
appropriate settings from the menu.

� If the settings are not available from the menu, click Select From List.

The Select Variable Settings From List window displays.

� If you want to use another component’s variable settings, click Import Set.

The Import Variable Settings window displays.

Before You
Begin

Steps
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a. If necessary, navigate to the Folder that contains the component with
the variable settings you want to import.

b. Select the component version.

Note – Variable settings can vary between component versions.

c. Click Import Variable Settings.

The imported variable settings display in the table.

d. Click Select.

� If you want to create new variable settings, select Create Set.

The Select Variable Settings From List window displays.

a. In the text field at the top of the table, enter the name of the new
variable settings set.

b. Select the component variable you want to change.

The table cell is highlighted and a text field appears.

c. Type the new component variable value.

d. After updating the variable settings values, click Save.

The new variable settings display in the table.

e. Click Select.

4. Select where you plan to deploy the component.

� To select a host, use the Target Host text field to type a host’s name or click
Select from List.

� To select a target host set, use the Target Host Set menu.

5. In the Plan Variables area, configure the variables you want to set.

Whether there are variables to configure depends on the contents of the plan.

6. In the Options area, select whether you want to perform a detailed preflight.

The detailed preflight attempts to simulate every step of the plan that will run on
the remote agent. The detailed preflight tests the following functions.

� Resource installation
� execNative calls
� File transforms
� File deletion, when uninstalling resources

Running a detailed preflight increases the amount of time preflight takes.
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7. (Optional) To limit the number of hosts running at the same time, type the
number of hosts in the field provided.

When a plan is run against several hosts simultaneously, all hosts must complete a
step before any host can progress to the next step. If the number of hosts is too
high, the network connection can time out between steps. For example, the time
between Host A finishing step 1 and being pinged for step 2 might be too long and
cause the network connection to time out.

8. (Optional) To limit the overall running time of a plan or limit the running time
of native calls, type a number in the fields provided, and then select the time
unit, such as minutes, from the menu.

By limiting the run time of a plan or native call, you prevent a non-responsive host
from tying up the progress of a running a plan.
If you set up a notification rule to alert you to plan failures, when the plan times
out you will be notified that the plan was unsuccessful.
For information on setting up notification rules, see “Configuring Email
Notification” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 System Administration Guide.

9. Select whether you want to deploy the component.

� To run just the preflight test of the procedure, click Run Preflight Only.

� To run the preflight test and then (assuming the preflight test finds no errors)
to run the procedure itself, click Run Plan (Includes Preflight).

� How to View the Progress of a Plan
This procedure describes how to view the progress of a plan by using the browser
interface. You can also view a plan’s history by using the following commands.

� pe.p.la – Lists running and completed plans.
� pe.p.lo – Lists information about a running or completed plan.
� pe.pi.lo – Lists the parameters used to run a plan.

For a detailed description of these commands, see Chapter 10, “pe: CLI Commands for
Running Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual.

1. In the navigation menu, expand the Application Deployment category and click
Run History.

All running and completed plans and preflight checks are listed. A running plan is
indicated by a timestamp in the Completed column. The timestamp is the time at
which the plan run was initiated.

2. To view the details about a particular plan, click Results.

By selecting the Details, Preflight, or Deployment icons, you can toggle between
the plan details, the results of the preflight, and the results of the deployment.

Steps
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The Details page shows the following information.

� Target host
� Variable settings used for the plan’s parameters
� Limits imposed on the plan
� User who ran the plan

� How to Stop a Running Plan
This procedure describes how to stop a plan by using the browser interface. You can
also stop plans by using the following command.

pe.p.stop – Stops a running plan.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 10, “pe: CLI Commands for
Running Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual.

To stop a plan, you must be either the user that started the plan or a member of the
admin user group.

� Cancel the running plan.

� From the Run Deployment page, click Cancel Plan.

The Run History page displays a message stating that the plan was cancelled by
a user.

� From the Run History page, determine the plan you want to stop.

a. In the Action column, click Progress.

The Run Deployment page displays.

b. Click Cancel Plan.

� How to Delete a Plan
This procedure describes how to delete a plan that was not generated from a
component by using the browser interface.

Before You
Begin

Step
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Note – There is no need to delete the plans generated from direct-run component
procedures. These plans are automatically removed from the system when the
component from which they were generated is deleted. For more information, see
“How to Delete a Component” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plan and
Component Developer’s Guide.

You can also delete plans by using the following command.

� pe.p.del – Deletes a plan.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 10, “pe: CLI Commands for
Running Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line Interface
Reference Manual.

To delete a plan, you must either be the user that created the plan or a member of the
admin user group.

1. Go to the plan’s Details page.

2. Click Delete.

You are asked to verify that you want to delete the plan.

3. Click Continue to Delete.

After the plan has been deleted, the Plan table no longer displays the plan.

Deployment Examples
You can use direct-run component procedures and generated plans to manage your
applications.

� “Updating a Component” on page 21
� “Downgrading to a Previous Component Version” on page 22
� “Migrating a Component From One Server to Another” on page 23
� “Grouping Simple Components in Container Components” on page 23

Updating a Component
You can update a component to a newer version of that component. The newer
component might reflect a product revision, a change to a file, or a directory that has
new files added to it.

Before You
Begin

Steps
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If you need to update a simple component, you only need to run the direct run install
procedure. The install procedure will overwrite the old component version with the
new version.

If you need to update a composite component (a component that references more than
one simple component) and the set of referenced components are the same in each
component version, you can run the direct run install procedure. The install procedure
will overwrite each of the old simple components with the new versions.

If you need to update a composite component and the new version of the component
contains a different set of referenced components, you will need to uninstall the old
component version and install the new version. By uninstalling the old version, you
prevent components that are no longer used or updated from cluttering your work
space.

Downgrading to a Previous Component Version
Sometimes the upgrade of a component fails or you experience problems with the
upgraded application. In such cases, you can downgrade to a reliable version of the
component while you troubleshoot the new component version.

� How to Downgrade to a Previous Component Version
To redeploy a reliable component version, you must have Run Component Procedure
and Allow on Host Set permissions on the folder that contains the component.

1. Uninstall the broken component.

a. From the component’s Details page, click Run for the Default: Uninstall
component procedure.

b. From the plan’s Run page, select the host from which you want to uninstall
the component.

c. Click Run Select Installations.

d. Click Run Plan (Includes Preflight).

By uninstalling the broken component version you ensure that old, unwanted files
are removed from the system you deployed to.

2. Select the component version that you need to roll back to.

a. From the component’s Details page, click Version History.

b. From the Version History page, display the reliable component version by
clicking Unhide and then click Details.

Before You
Begin

Steps
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3. Install the reliable version of the component.

Migrating a Component From One Server to
Another
You can migrate a component from one server to another by simply uninstalling the
component you want to move from its current host and reinstalling the component on
the new host.

Grouping Simple Components in Container
Components
You might want to create a container component if you need to deploy multiple
simple components as a group to the same host or host set. Grouping simple
components speeds deployment time and ensures that no component is forgotten
when the set of components is deployed.

� How to Create a Container Component
To create a container component, you must have Create, Edit, Delete permission on
the folder in which you want to create the component.

1. From the Components page, create a new component.

a. In the Component field, type the name of the new component.

b. In the Type field, select System#container.

c. In the Description field, type a description of the new component.

d. Click Create.

2. In the Referenced Components section, add components to the container.

� If the components you need to reference already exist, click Reference
Existing.

The Reference Existing Components in Current Component window appears.

a. Select the component that you want to reference in the container
component and click Reference Checked Components.

If you reference a component that contains component variables, the
component variables are listed in a table before they are added to container
component.

Before You
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b. If necessary, set the component variable’s default value in the text field
next to the component variable name.

c. Click Continue to Reference Components.

You are returned to the container component’s Edit page. The referenced
component is displayed in the Referenced Components table.

� If the component you need to reference does not exist, click Check In New.

Create the new component.

For information about how to create a new component, see Chapter 2,
“Components,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Plan and Component
Developer’s Guide.

After you have created the new component, the container component’s
Referenced Components table refreshes with the new component listed.

3. If necessary, provide values for the component variables that need to be defined
by the container component.

If a component has a :[container....] substitution variable, the container
component needs to define the value.
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CHAPTER 2

Running Comparisons

� “Model to Model Comparisons” on page 27
� “Model to Install Comparisons” on page 28
� “Install to Install Comparisons” on page 34
� “Managing Comparisons” on page 38

About Comparisons
Comparisons are used to validate an installation or system configuration. By
comparing the configuration of a host against its original configuration, you can tell if
anything has changed. You can also compare one or more hosts against a reference
host to ensure that all hosts are configured the same.
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With the provisioning system you can compare one or more hosts against another
host, one or more hosts against a model in the Master Server, or a host against its
original configuration. The provisioning software allows you to check the entire
configuration of a host or limit what is checked to a single directory.

N1 Service Provisioning System software allows you to perform three types of
comparisons.

� Model to Model
� Model to Install
� Install to Install

Time Synchronization for Comparisons
Because the time stamp for a comparison is based on the clock in the Master Server,
you should run some kind of synchronization utility on all your N1 Service
Provisioning System software machines so that all system clocks are synchronized on
the same time.
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Model to Model Comparisons
A Model to Model comparison is the simplest type of comparison. The comparison
checks the list of components that are installed on one host against the list of
components that are installed on another host. This comparison is purely a verification
of the records that the provisioning system has about what it has installed.

If there have been out-of-band changes made to either component list, the changes are
not detected. A Model to Model comparison takes place entirely on the Master Server
based on information the Master Server has received about what has been deployed.

Model to Model Comparison Characteristics

� Compares the records of what has been installed on two hosts
� Requires no data transfer
� Requires the least amount of time to run

You might want to use a Model to Model comparison in the following situations.

� You want to compare the contents of two hosts and no out-of-band changes have
occured.

� You want to compare two hosts and neither of the hosts had snapshots taken
during installation.

� How to Create a Model to Model Comparison
This procedure describes creating a comparison by using the browser interface. You
can also create comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.ds.add – Creates a new comparison.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

To create a new comparison, you must belong to a user group with Create, Edit, Delete
permission on comparisons.

1. In the navigation menu, click Comparisons.

The Comparisons page is displayed.

2. Type the name and description of the comparison you want to create and click
Create.

The comparison’s Details page is displayed.

Before You
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3. In the Style of Comparison area, click Model to Model.

4. In the Reference Host field, type or select the name of the host whose model
should serve as the standard for the comparison.

Ideally, the reference host contains the configuration that you would like to see on
the comparison host.

5. In the Comparison Host Field, type or select the name of the host whose model
you would like to compare to the reference model.

6. In the Limits area, specify the maximum number of hours or minutes the
comparison can run.

By default, comparisons are allowed to run for four hours.

If the comparison times out, an error message will display on the Comparisons
page.

7. Click Save.

Model to Install Comparisons
Unlike Model to Model comparisons, which compare one ideal installation to another,
Model to Install comparisons compare the actual state of the installed component or
components at deployment time against their current state. You can specify that this
comparison compares the model to hosts, host sets, or to component level.

A Model to Install comparison uses snapshot information to compare a component’s
just-installed state with its current state. A snapshot is a record of the state of an
installed component immediately after it has been deployed to a host. The
component’s XML model includes parameters that control the scope of this snapshot.
For example, the XML model can list files, such as log files, that should be ignored
during a comparison.

When the provisioning software performs a Model to Install comparison, the Master
Server looks up the list of snapshots for all the components being compared. It sends
this list to the Remote Agent on the host where the components are installed. The
snapshot information includes rules for any files and directories that should be
ignored during the comparison. The Remote Agent then processes these rules. Both
Master Server and Remote Agents must be using the same locale for the Model to
Install comparison to function properly.
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Model to Install Comparison Characteristics

� Compares a snapshot of installed components with the current state of the
components

� Allows the flexibility of comparing either an individual component or any set of
components installed on a host

� Compares at a high level (component and directory lists) or a low level (file
contents)

� Processes comparison on the Remote Agent

� Requires that components created snapshots when installed on a Remote Agent.
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You will want to use a Model to Install comparison in the following situation.

� If a configuration was working as expected and is no longer working, you might
want to determine if there have been out-of-band changes.

Component Types and Model to Install
Comparisons
A Model to Install comparison compares a component model to a specific installation
of a component. This section describes how a component type effects a Model to
Install comparison.

During a snapshot, the current state of the metabase is exported into an XML file.
During a Model to Install comparison, the metabase is re-exported and compared
against the original XML file.

IIS Types Introduction During a snapshot, the current state of the
metabase is exported into an XML file. During
a Model to Install comparison, the metabase is
re-exported and compared against the
original XML file. The standard XML
differentiator is used to generate differences
between these files.

COM+ Application The COM+ Application is re-exported on the
target system as an MSI file and compared
against the MSI file used to install the
application. A Model to Install comparison
will only indicate that there were differences
(that is, the two binary files are different). It
will not indicate the details of the differences.

COM Component The COM component is compared as a binary
file against the file used during installation. A
Model to Install comparison will only indicate
that there were differences (that is, the two
binary files are different). It will not indicate
the details of the differences.

H Keys During a snapshot, the current state of
registry key (and its children) is exported into
an XML file. During a Model to Install
comparison, the registry key is re-exported
and compared against the original XML file.
The standard XML differentiator is used to
generate differences between these files.

Registry Settings Model to Install comparisons are not
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supported for *.reg files. Snapshots are not
taken during installation. Without a snapshot,
there is nothing to compare in a Model to
Install comparison. If you need to compare
registry changes, use the built-in Registry
keys type.

MSI Files or Windows Installer Files Model to Install comparisons are not
supported for Windows Installer files.
Snapshots are not taken during installation.
Without a snapshot, there is nothing to
compare in a Model to Install comparison.
Since the provisioning system does not have
first-hand knowledge of the actions taken
during the installation, it cannot determine
what needs to be captured.

Windows Batch Files Model to Install comparisons are not
supported for Windows Batch files.
Snapshots are not taken during
installation. Without a snapshot, there is
nothing to compare in a Model to Install
comparison.

Windows Scripting Host Files Model to Install comparisons are not
supported for WSH files. Snapshots are
not taken during installation. Without a
snapshot, there is nothing to compare in
a Model to Install comparison.

WebLogic WAR Files Model to Install comparisons with
WebLogic WAR Files use the standard
file and directory approach.

WebLogic Web Application Settings The relevant settings for the application
will be exported into a file, which will
be compared to the file that contained
the settings during deployment.

WebLogic JAR Files Model to Install comparisons with
WebLogic JAR Files use the standard file
and directory approach.

WebLogic EJB Settings The relevant settings for the EJB will be
exported into a file, which will be
compared to the file that contained the
settings during deployment.

WebLogic EAR Files Model to Install comparisons with
WebLogic EAR Files use the standard
file and directory approach.
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WebLogic Enterprise Application Settings The relevant settings for the Application
will be exported into a file, which will
be compared to the file that contained
the settings during deployment.

� How to Create a Model to Install Comparison
This procedure describes creating a comparison by using the browser interface. You
can also create comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.ds.add – Creates a new comparison.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

The Remote Agents from each host must be set to use the same locale for Install to
Install comparisons to function properly.

To create a new comparison, you must belong to a user group that has Create, Edit,
Delete permission on comparisons.

1. In the navigation menu, click Comparisons.

The Comparisons page is displayed.

2. Type the name and description of the comparison you want to create and click
Create.

The comparison’s Details page is displayed.

3. In the Style of Comparison area, click Model to Install.

4. Select the level of detail that the comparison will use.

� Directory and File properties. Confirms that both hosts have the same files and
directories and that the files and directories are the same sizes.

� File Contents. Compares the contents of files on both hosts.

Note – If the component you are using in a comparison includes its own rules
about files to ignore, those rules are used in addition to any ignore rules you
define for this comparison.

5. Select the scope of the comparison.

Before You
Begin
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� Host Set. Compares the last known state of the specified host set to its current
state.

a. Select Host Set from the Scope menu.

b. Select the host set that you want to compare.

� Host. Compares the last known state of the specified host to its current state.

a. Select Host from the Scope menu.

b. Type the name of the host that you want to compare.

� Component. Compares the last known state of the specified component to its
current state.

a. Select Component from the Scope menu.

b. Type the name of the host that contains the component and click Apply
Change.

c. Select the component from the Component (Path) menu.

6. (Optional) Type the names of files or directories that you want the comparison to
ignore.

This feature allows the provisioning system to accommodate changes to things like
log files without causing the comparison to fail.

For more information, see “Modifying Directories or Files to Ignore During
Comparisons” on page 41.

7. In the Limits area, specify the maximum number of hours or minutes the
comparison can run.

By default, comparisons are allowed to run for 4 hours.

If the comparison times out, an error message will display on the Comparisons
page.

8. Choose to save the comparison to run later or run it now.

� To save the comparison without running it, click Save.

� To both save the comparison and run it now, click Save & Run.
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Install to Install Comparisons
Similar to the Model to Install comparison, the Install to Install comparison allows you
to specify comparisons down to the level of the contents of files. Install to Install
comparisons compare the files and directories on two of hosts.

The list of elements (files, directories, and so on) from the reference host are grouped
into batches on the Master Server and then sent to the Remote Agent of the
comparison host for processing. If you have defined some rules about file types or
specific directories or files for the provisioning system to ignore, the Master Server will
discard the appropriate items before sending the remainder of the list to the
comparison host. The comparison results are then sent back to the Master Server.

You can run Install to Install comparisons on different directories on the same Remote
Agent to compare the contents of two directories on the same host.

Note – The Remote Agents from each host must be set to use the same locale for Install
to Install comparisons to function properly.

Install to Install Comparison Characteristics

� Compares the current state of components on one host with the current state of
components on another host

� Allows the flexibility of comparing either an individual component or any set of
components installed on a host

� Processes comparison on the comparison host’s Remote Agent

� Requires that components created snapshots when installed

� Requires that the Remote Agents use the same locale

You will want to use an Install to Install comparison in the following situations.

� You want to compare a component across two hosts.

For example, you can compare software on a staging host with software on a
production host.

� You want to compare two directories that both exist on a single host.
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Using Scripts in Install to Install Comparisons
If the components you are comparing include resources that are stored in a package, a
database, or an archive such as a ZIP file, you can use scripts to export or transform
the resources before the comparison occurs. Use the execNative step to direct the
provisioning software to perform native commands such as unzipping or exporting
file contents.

You can run any native command within the prepare and cleanup blocks. A
common usage of these blocks before and after a comparison is to extract the files from
a compressed archive and output them to a specified output file, then delete that file
during the cleanup.

Note – Unlike the execNative contained in a plan or component, this execNative
instance must be contained within either a prepare or a cleanup block, and cannot
make use of any variable substitutions.

When you are performing an Install to Install comparison using the browser interface,
you can select a checkbox labeled Include Temporary Files Generated By Scripts
During Comparison. When you select this option, the page refreshes and provides two
fields into which you can enter the prepare and cleanup blocks.

You can also specify alternate prepare and cleanup blocks for the comparison host
by deselecting the appropriate boxes.

For more information about execNative, see Chapter 2, “Shared Schema Used by
Components and Simple Plans,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 XML Schema
Reference Guide.

EXAMPLE 2–1 A prepare Block for an Install to Install Comparison

This prepare block specifies the output file for the result of the execNative. The
execNative lists the contents of the /tmp directory.

<prepare>
<execNative outputFile="file.txt" dir="temp">
<exec cmd="ls">
<arg value="-l"></arg>
<arg value="/tmp"></arg>

</exec>

</execNative></prepare>

EXAMPLE 2–2 A cleanup Block for an Install to Install Comparison

This cleanup block then removes the output file, file.txt, from the /temp
directory.
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EXAMPLE 2–2 A cleanup Block for an Install to Install Comparison (Continued)

<cleanup>
<execNative dir="/temp/">
<exec cmd="rm">
<arg value="-rf"></arg>
<arg value="file.txt"></arg>

</exec>

</execNative></cleanup>

� How to Create an Install to Install Comparison
This procedure describes creating a comparison by using the browser interface. You
can also create comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.ds.add – Creates a new comparison.

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

The Remote Agents from each host must be set to use the same locale for Install to
Install comparisons to function properly.

To create a new comparison, you must belong to a user group with Create, Edit, Delete
permission on comparisons.

1. In the navigation menu, click Comparisons.

The HTML user interface displays the comparisons page, which lists the
comparisons already checked into the database.

2. Type the name and description of the comparison you want to create and click
Create.

The comparison’s Details page is displayed.

3. In the Style of Comparison area, click Install to Install.

4. Select the level of detail that the comparison will use.

� Directory and File properties. Confirms that both hosts have the same files and
directories and that the files and directories are the same sizes.

� File Contents. Compares the contents of files on both hosts.

Before You
Begin
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Note – If the component you are using in a comparison includes its own rules
about files to ignore, they will be used in addition to any ignore rules you
define for this comparison.

5. Type the name of the reference host and the path of the directory that you want
to compare against the comparison host.

Ideally, the reference host contains the configuration that you would like to see on
the comparison host.

The directory that you type specifies where in the hierarchical, file structure to limit
the comparison. If you use the top of the tree structure you will evaluate the entire
host.

6. Type the name of the comparison host and the path to the directory you want to
compare against the reference host.

7. Select the options available for the comparison.

� (Optional) To run a comparison on all the subdirectories within the selected
directory, select Include All Subdirectories In Comparison.

� (Optional) To resolve symbolic links to determine that what the link points to
is also valid, select Follow Symbolic Links Found in Directories.

� (Optional) To run a script before or after running this comparison, perform
the following actions.

a. Click Include Temporary Files Generated by Scripts During Comparison.

The page will refresh and provide two fields to generate and cleanup scripts.

b. Enter the scripts into the appropriate fields.

For information on scripts for prepare and cleanup, refer to “Using Scripts in
Install to Install Comparisons” on page 35.

c. If you do not want the provisioning software to run the same scripts on
the comparison host as on the reference host, deselect the appropriate
options.

� If you deselect the Generate checkbox, a field displays for you to provide
an alternate generate script for the comparison host.

� If you deselect the Cleanup checkbox, a field displays for you to provide
an alternate cleanup script for the comparison host.

If you want to specify resources to ignore during this comparison, see
“Modifying Directories or Files to Ignore During Comparisons” on page 41.
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8. (Optional) Type the names of files or directories that you want the comparison to
ignore.

This feature allows the provisioning system to accommodate changes to things like
log files without causing the comparison to fail.

9. In the Limits area, specify the maximum number of hours or minutes the
comparison can run.

By default, comparisons are allowed to run for four hours.

If the comparison times out, an error message will display on the Comparisons
page.

10. Click Save.

Managing Comparisons
Running comparisons can often take a significant amount of time. After a comparison
has been created, you can run, modify, or view it.

� “How to Run a Comparison” on page 38
� “How to View Comparisons” on page 39
� “How to View the Progress of a Comparison” on page 40
� “How to Stop a Running Comparison” on page 40
� “Modifying Directories or Files to Ignore During Comparisons” on page 41

� How to Run a Comparison
This procedure describes how to run comparisons by using the browser interface. You
can also run comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.dj.add – Runs a comparison

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

Note – If you have saved a comparison involving a component, and that component
has been upgraded or its version numbers have changed for some other reason, the
provisioning software automatically updates the comparison you saved to run against
the new version of the component.
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You must belong to a user group that has permission to run comparisons on a
particular host set.

1. From the Comparisons page, select the comparison that you want to run.

2. (Optional) Modify the comparison criteria.

3. Click Save & Run.

The comparison’s Progress page is displayed.

After the comparison completes, the comparison’s Results page is displayed.

Note – Running a comparison does not lock down the ability to perform other
operations. You can perform other operations while waiting for a comparison to
complete.

4. (Optional) To view the comparison’s results in another format, click either Print
or Download.

5. Click Done.

� How to View Comparisons
This procedure describes how to view comparisons by using the browser interface.
You can also view comparisons by using the following commands.

� cmp.ds.la – Displays all comparisons

� cmp.ds.lo – Displays detailed information about a particular comparison

For a detailed description of these commands, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI
Commands for Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1
Command-Line Interface Reference Manual.

1. In the navigation menu, click Comparisons.

The Comparisons page is displayed.

2. (Optional) To view the details of a specific comparison, click Details in the row
listing the plan you’re interested in.

The comparison’s Details page is displayed.
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� How to View the Progress of a Comparison
This procedure describes how to view the progress of a comparison by using the
browser interface. You can also view a comparison’s history by using the following
commands.

� cmp.dj.la – Lists running and completed comparisons.
� cmp.dj.lo – Displays status of a particular comparison.

For a detailed description of these commands, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands
for Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

1. In the navigation menu, expand the Application Deployment category and click
Run History.

All running and completed comparisons are listed. Running comparisons are
indicated in the Completed column with text describing the time when the plan
started running.

2. To view the details about a particular plan, click Results.

� How to Stop a Running Comparison
This procedure describes how to run comparisons by using the browser interface. You
can also run comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.dj.del – Stops a comparison

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

To stop a comparison, you must be either the user that started the comparison or a
member of the admin user group.

1. From the Run History page, determine the comparison you want to stop.

2. In the Action column, click Progress.

3. Click Cancel Comparison.

Steps
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Note – If you cancel a comparison in progress, you are returned to the page listing
all the comparisons. Occasionally, it may take a short time for the listing to refresh
and show you that the comparison that you canceled has been stopped.

� Modifying Directories or Files to Ignore During
Comparisons
In addition to describing the level of detail and what hosts or components that you
want to compare, you have the option of defining sets of files or directories to exclude
from a comparison. You might want to do this if you know that particular resources
have many differences that are not important to you. You can save these definitions
and reuse them in other comparison definitions.

You can also modify comparisons by using the following command.

cmp.ds.mod – Modifies a comparison

For a detailed description of this command, see Chapter 5, “cmp: CLI Commands for
Running Comparisons,” in Sun N1 Service Provisioning System 5.1 Command-Line
Interface Reference Manual.

To modify a comparison, you must belong to a user group with Create, Edit, Delete
permission on comparisons.

1. If necessary, select the Model to Install comparison or the Install to Install
comparison that you want to modify.

The comparison’s Details page is displayed.

2. Modify the Directories and Files to Ignore During Comparisons table.

� Add a directory or file to the ignore list.

a. From the comparison’s Details page, type the name of the directory or file
you want to ignore and click Add.

You can also provide an expression to represent the directories or files that
you want to ignore by using wildcards (*). For example, if you want to
ignore all log files, you can specify *.log to be excluded.

Before You
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Note – You must specify a complete pattern (with or without wildcards) all
the way to the file name. Simply specifying down to the directory level will
not exclude the files in that directory unless you add a * to the end. For
example, if you want to exclude all the files in /usr/apache/logs, you
must specify /usr/apache/logs*.

b. Click Add.

Your specification will be added to the list of directories and files to be
ignored.

� Remove a directory or file from the ignore list.

a. Choose which directory or file you want to remove.

Note – You cannot remove or disable a global ignore rule.

b. Click Remove.

3. Click Save.
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APPENDIX A

Troubleshooting Deployment Issues

This appendix describes common error messages and log messages in the N1 Service
Provisioning System software.

� “Error Message and Descriptions” on page 43
� “Log Messages and Descriptions” on page 46

Error Message and Descriptions
This component has not been installed on any hosts yet

Description: This error occurs when you attempt to uninstall a component that the
Master Server does not recognize as having been installed on the host. The Master
Server maintains the installation state of each component in the system. An
uninstall of a component cannot be performed if the Master Server database does
not contain a record that the component was installed on the host. Similarly, you
cannot invoke a control on a component until the Master Server database contains
a record that the component was installed on the host.

Solution: To correct the problem, follow the steps below:

1. Verify that the component has been installed on the host.

2. If the component has already been installed on the host, use an empty install
block to perform a markOnly installation of a component to update the Master
Server database. The syntax is as follows:

<installSteps name="markOnly" />

017007 Plan timed out on hosts
Description: The plan time-out parameter is set for a shorter amount of time than is
necessary to run a plan.
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Example: For example, a step in a plan has been set to pause for 100 seconds. But,
the plan time-out parameter was set to 60 seconds. The plan run times out before
the pause has completed.

Solution: Verify that the plan time-out parameter is set to a value that allows the
running plan to complete. The default plan time out is 30 minutes. Be sure to
change the plan time-out parameter for plans that you expect to run for longer
than 30 minutes.

017031 Unable to generate configuration file filename for host
hostname

Description: The configuration template contains a variable that is not declared in
the <varList> of the component.

Example: For example, you attempt to deploy the /ant/config.properties
configuration template. However, the configuration template contains a :[port]
variable that is not declared within the <varList> of the
/ant/config.properties component. The following errors display:

� :[port] variable is undefined (040201)
� Configuration file /ant/config.properties cannot be generated (017031)
� Plan fails because configuration file cannot be generated (017034)

Solution: To prevent this error, verify that the variables that are used within
configuration templates are also declared within the <varList> of the component.
When checking in a configuration template, the provisioning system automatically
scans the file for provisioning system variables and adds them to the <varList>
of the component.

017074 java.io.IOException: Not enough space
Description: The Remote Agent does not have enough physical memory to start the
Remote Agent process. The message suggests a disk space problem, but the error
occurs because of a physical memory problem.

Example: When running a plan that includes a single <execNative> step within
the plan, the follow error trace appears in the Master Server log file,
server/bin/cr_server.out:

:NestedTrace: java.io.IOException: Not enough space
at java.lang.UNIXProcess.forkAndExec(Native Method)
at java.lang.UNIXProcess.(UNIXProcess.java:54)
at java.lang.Runtime.execInternal(Native Method)

at java.lang.Runtime.exec(Runtime.java:546)

The following error message is displayed within the browser interface:

Problems encountered during plan run or preflight

The plan (or preflight)
"/system/autogen/ldap_cmd-inst-default-1087486030740" finished with 1
failed host(s). (017034)
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Error executing the exec native command "/usr/bin/pfksh". (017074)
Not enough space
plan : /system/autogen/ldap_cmd-inst-default-1087486030740

version : 1.11 version history | run history

Solution: To correct the physical memory problem, reduce the minimum JVM™ 1

heap size in the cr_agent script. Follow these steps:

1. On the server running the Remote Agent, access the directory that contains the
Remote Agent scripts.

# cd /N1SPS50-home/agent/bin

N1SPS50-home is the directory in which you installed the Remote Agent.

2. Modify the JVM heap size property.

CR_JVM_MEMORY=-Xms32m -Xmx256m

-Xms 32m is the minimum heap size setting.

3. Reboot the server.

030005 Expecting "0" subplan component builds in component build
array "0".

Description: This error occurs when running a plan from the CLI. If you include the
-comp + and the -vs + options when you run a plan with the cr_cli command,
but the plan does not install any components, this error displays.

Example: For example, the following cr_cli plan run command was executed at
the prompt:

% cr_cli -cmd pe.p.run -u bmclean -p password \
-PID NM:/app/Weblogic/RollingWeblogicRestart \

-tar H:NM:dev-prf30 -pto 600s -nto 600s -comp + -vs +

The following error displayed:

Expecting "0" subplan component builds in component build array "0". (030005)

The same plan, with the same target host, was executed successfully from the
provisioning system browser interface. The XML contents of the plan are as
follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- generated by N1 SPS -->
<executionPlan xmlns="http://www.sun.com/schema/SPS"
name="RollingWeblogicRestart" version="4.1"
description="Restart Weblogic instances on target hosts in series"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" path="/app/Weblogic"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.sun.com/schema/SPS plan.xsd">

<simpleSteps executionMode="SERIES">

1 The terms “Java Virtual Machine“ and “JVM” mean a Virtual Machine for the Java™ platform.
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<call blockName="restartAppServer">
<installedComponent name="WeblogicUtil" path="/app/Weblogic"/>
</call>
</simpleSteps>

</executionPlan>

The plan does not install any components. The plan only invokes a control, or call
block, on a previously installed component. Consequently, you do not need to
specify components or variable sets.

Solution: To prevent this problem, do not specify the -comp + and the -vs +
options on the command line when running a plan that does not install
components.

040201 Substitution variable :target:port is undefined
Description: The error occurs when the host attributes of a target host do not
resolve the target variables in the component.

Example: For example, you attempt to deploy the /ant/config.properties
configuration template. The component has a varList with a variable that
defaults to :[target:port]. The host to which we are deploying does not have a
host attribute that resolves the port variable.

Solution: To prevent this error, verify that the host to which you are deploying has
the correct set of host attributes to resolve the target variables in the component.

Log Messages and Descriptions
This section describes logged issues that you might encounter when running
deployments.

Memory Issues

java.lang.OutOfMemoryError
Description: The Master Server has run out of memory during a deployment. You
might find this out-of-memory error in the master server’s log file, or your might
find a similar error message in the browser interface. This error can be caused by
deploying large, complex components or deploying to several hosts at the same
time.
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Examples of large and complex deployments:

� Deploying a container that has more than 100 referenced components.

� Deploying a system#directory component that has a number of large files.
Files that are bigger than 250k are considered large files.

� Deploying many plans to many hosts.

An example of this is deploying four or more plans to four or more host sets
where each host set contains eight or more hosts and each plan deploys more
than 100 resources.

Solution: You can prevent this error in two ways. First, you can perform less
complex deployments with fewer hosts and components. Second, you can increase
the physical RAM in the Master Server and then increase the CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE
value.

Caution – Ensure that your system has enough RAM before increasing the
CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE value.

To establish the new CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE value, determine the amount of unused
physical RAM that was available when the system ran out of memory. The
maximum value for CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE should be 100Mb less than the amount
of unused physical RAM.

To set the value, modify the /N1SPS-home/server/bin/cr_server script by
changing the CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE value to the following.

CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE=${CR_MAX_HEAP_SIZE:-new-heap-size}
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Glossary

abstract component A component that serves only as a base component for other
components to extend. An abstract component cannot be installed and
only an abstract component is permitted to declare abstract child
elements.

call compatibility A compatibility type for system service components. This
compatibility is also called API compatibility or interface compatibility.

category A general class in which you can group objects that are stored in
multiple folders.

child component A component that is referenced by a container component. Also called
contained component.

See also container component.

comparison A feature that searches for and identifies differences between hosts and
component models. The provisioning software supports these three
types of comparisons:

� Model to model – Examines the deployment repository and history
that is stored on the master server for two hosts and reports any
differences

� Model to install – Compares what the master server reports is
installed on a host to what is actually on the host and reports any
differences

� Install to install – Examines the contents of two hosts’ file systems
and reports any differences

component A logical grouping of source information that defines an application. A
component also includes a set of instructions that specifies how to
manage the source information.

The XML representation of a component includes the following:
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� List of resources used by the application
� Installation steps
� Uninstallation steps
� Dependencies

component
compatibility

A situation where a component can be safely replaced by another. The
provisioning software supports two kinds of component compatibility:
call compatibility and install compatibility.

component inheritance The means by which a component obtains attributes and behavior
from another component. When you create a component, it inherits
any variables, snapshots, and procedures from the associated
component type.

component procedure A program in a component that controls deployment of the
component, such as installation, uninstallation, management, and
capturing snapshots. Management procedures are defined in the
control block.

component repository A location on the master server where components and their resources
are checked in.

component type A special kind of component that encapsulates behavior that can be
reused by other components. A component can inherit the behavior of
a component type by extending from it.

component variable A user-definable name-value pair that is used to make parts of a
component accessible and configurable by objects that are external to
the component.

composite component A component that contains only references to other components, both
simple and composite. A composite component cannot contain any
resources.

composite plan A plan that is composed solely of subplans, which can be simple or
composite subplans. A composite plan is not directly targeted, as each
subplan can run on a different set of targets.

configuration generation
engine

A software engine on the master server that replaces substitution
variable references with the appropriate variable setting values. The
engine interacts with the host repository and component repository to
resolve values any time that you run a plan to deploy a component.

contained component A component that is referenced by other components.

container component A component that contains references to other components.

control A procedure defined by a component that can be used to manage the
deployed applications. For example, a control might be used to start or
stop an application. Also called control service.
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deployment Using a plan or component procedure to act on a component. The
component’s lifecycle includes installation, uninstallation, and
application management.

direct-run procedure A component procedure that can be run directly from the component
by using the browser interface.

downstream In the N1 Service Provisioning System software network hierarchy, the
server that is further from the master server. For example, the master
server connects downstream to a local distributor. Any remote agents
connected to the local distributor are downstream from the local
distributor.

execNative call An optional call out to custom scripts from the XML of a plan or
component.

execution plan See plan.

extend To base a component on a component type so that the component
inherits variables and procedures that are defined by the component
type. The component can override variable values and procedure
definitions defined by its associated component type.

final component A component that cannot be extended by another component.

folder Directory-like containers that enable you to apply permissions to and
organize components, plans, and subfolders.

gold server A reference server that contains files, directories, and other resources
that make up an application and that checks in these resources to the
master server.

host A server that is managed by the provisioning software.

host set A user-defined, logical grouping of hosts that share one or more
common attributes, such as physical location or functional group. Use
a host set to quickly and easily update applications on all hosts in the
set. You can also use a host set to perform model-to-install
comparisons between two hosts.

host type A base class of servers that is bound by a set of common attributes, all
of which are user-defined. You can use host types to categorize hosts
into logical groupings and to facilitate host searches.

host search A query run on the host repository that yields a list of hosts whose
attributes match those specified by the query. For example, you can
use host searches to create a list of hosts that have the same host type,
that run the same applications, and that are configured with the same
subnet masks.

install compatibility A compatibility type for component types. This compatibility is also
called structural compatibility.
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Java Runtime
Environment (JRE)

A subset of the Java Development Kit (JDK®) for users and developers
who want to redistribute the runtime environment. The Java runtime
environment consists of the Java virtual machine (JVM), the Java core
classes, and supporting files.

Java Virtual Machine
(JVM)

The part of the Java runtime environment (JRE) responsible for
interpreting bytecodes.

Jython An implementation of the high-level, dynamic, object-oriented
language, Python, seamlessly integrated with the Java platform. The
predecessor to Jython, JPython, is certified as 100% pure Java.

label A means of marking a component version beyond the provisioning
software version number. For example, a component version number
describes the version of the component. A label can describe the
version of the application that the component represents.

local distributor The application that is installed on a server. The Local Distributor
application acts as a link between other servers in the provisioning
software in the following ways:

� master server to remote agents
� master server to other local distributors
� local distributor to remote agents

Local distributors maximize bandwidth efficiency and speed, and can
also provide secure network connections for navigating restricted
environments.

master server The application that is installed on a server that manages the
provisioning software. The Master Server application can connect to
any of the data center environments managed by the provisioning
software. The master server provides centralized data storage, data
processing, and user interfaces.

modeling To create components and plans that represent an application that you
want to deploy with the provisioning software.

nested component A contained component that, when installed, can provide its services
only to its container component. A nested contained component
defines a finer-grained unit of functionality required by the container
component, but is not otherwise useful to other components.

network protocol A way to transmit data between devices on a network. The N1 Service
Provisioning System software uses TCP/IP, SSH, and SSL.

notification email An email sent by the provisioning software to advise that a system,
administrative, or custom event has occurred. The system
administrator specifies the rules used to determine when notification
emails are sent and the email addresses to which the email is sent.
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notification rule The criteria used by the provisioning software to determine whether
an email notification is sent. The system administrator defines the
criteria that that is used to determine when an email notification is
sent.

parent component A component that contains references to other components. Also called
container component.

See also contained component.

physical host A physical server that is connected to the network. Within the
provisioning system, a physical host can act as a remote agent or a
local distributor.

plan A sequence of instructions that is used to manipulate one or more
components. A plan can also be a sequence of other plans, which
enables common instruction sequences to be shared between one or
more plans.

plan executor The software engine on the master server that runs preflights and
deployments.

preflight The simulated execution of a plan to a simulated UNIX environment
that finds and reports any errors or potential errors that might affect
the deployment. A preflight always precedes a deployment, but you
can run a preflight as a standalone operation.

procedure See component procedure.

provisioning system The software applications that, when installed on servers, form the N1
Service Provisioning System software.

remote agent The application that is installed on any server in the provisioning
software to which components are deployed. The Remote Agent
application manages tasks, such as installing software, controlling
services, and collecting information to deliver to the master server.

resource A file that is deployed to a host when a plan is executed. The file might
be a directory, a symbolic link, or another kind of file.

resource descriptor file An XML file that specifies the owner, group, and permission settings to
use for the files and directories that comprise the resource of a simple
component. By using a resource descriptor file, you can override the
permissions that are determined at component check-in time.

server A computer that manages resources and supplies services to a client.
In the N1 Service Provisioning System software, a server is a computer
on which one of the provisioning software applications has been
installed.
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session A period of time that is initiated when you log in. A session persists
until you log out or inactivity causes the session to expire. Logically, a
session represents the authenticated credentials of a particular user. A
session is used to identify the user throughout a series of related
requests without reauthentication.

session variable A variable that is associated with a user session. The user can change
session variable values for each login session. Session variable values
can also be securely saved for reuse in subsequent sessions.

simple component A component that contains a single resource. A simple component
cannot contain references to other components.

simple plan A sequential list of steps that are executed on a particular set of target
servers. A simple plan does not contain or call other plans.

snapshot A capture of the resources that are stored on a host during a
deployment. The snapshot is used when performing comparisons
between a host and its model on the master server (model-to-install).

step An instruction that can be part of a plan or a component.

substitution variable A variable that appears in plans, components, or configuration files
that is substituted by the configuration generation engine during
deployment.

system service A component that is automatically deployed to all applicable hosts
when the hosts are prepared. System services define utility controls
and resources that can be used by other components.

targetable component A component that creates a host that serves as a deployment target for
other components when it is installed. When a targetable component is
uninstalled, the host it created is automatically deleted.

top-level component A contained component that, when installed, can be used by any
component just as if it had been directly installed by a plan. A top-level
contained component defines services that will be used by the
container component as well as by other components.

upstream In the provisioning software network hierarchy, the server that is
closer to the master server. For example, the master server is upstream
from the local distributor. The docal distributor is upstream from any
remote agents that are connected to that local distributor.

variable See component variable.

variable settings A collection of variable values that can be used to override the default
values of one or more component variables. Based on the variable
settings that you use, you can specify different values for component
variables. You specify the variable settings to use when you run a plan.
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virtual host Services that act as a host for other services. For example, a virtual host
can represent an application server that acts as a host for web
applications.

XML schema The language used by the provisioning software to create plans and
components.
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A
auto-generated plans, See generated plans

C
canceling, See stopping
cleanup block, 35-36
comparison settings, See comparisons
comparisons, 25-26

creating
Install to Install, 36-38
Model to Install, 32-33
Model to Model, 27-28

ignoring directories or files, 41-42
Install to Install, 34-38
Model to Install, 28-33
Model to Model, 27-28
running, 38-39
stopping, 40-41
synchronizing hosts, 26
viewing, 39

component procedures, running, 12
components, deploying, 11-16
creating

comparisons
Install to Install, 36-38
Model to Install, 32-33
Model to Model, 27-28

generated plans, 15-16

D
deleting, plans, 20-21
deploying, components, 11-16
difference settings, See comparisons
diffs, See comparisons
direct-run procedures, using, 12

E
error messages, descriptions, 43-46
excluding, See ignoring
executing

See running

G
generated plans

creating, 15-16
running, 15

I
ignoring files and directories,

comparisons, 41-42
Install to Install comparisons, 34-38

creating, 36-38
using scripts, 35-36

prepare and cleanup, 35-36
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L
log messages, 46-47

M
memory issues, troubleshooting, 46-47
Model to Install comparison, 28-33

snapshots, 28-33
Model to Install comparisons, creating, 32-33
Model to Model comparisons, 27-28

creating, 27-28

P
plans

creating
generated, 15-16

deleting, 20-21
running, 17-19

prepare block, 35-36
problems, See error messages

R
running

comparisons, 38-39
component procedures, 12
generated plans, 15, 17-19
plans, 17-19

S
snapshots, 28-33
stopping, comparisons, 40-41
synchronizing hosts, comparions, 26

T
troubleshooting

error messages, 43-46
log messages, 46-47
memory issues, 46-47

V
viewing, comparisons, 39

W
workarounds, 43-46
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